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Session Construction 
 

The earlier the age group the shorter the units within the training session. This is an important 

coaching method to consider as the attention span of the very young athlete is extremely short. 
Sessions should be designed to keep the athlete engaged in action as much as possible. Too often 

coaches spend far too much time speaking and ‘over-coaching’ which takes the young person beyond 
their concentration envelope. By interspersing movement activity with sports-specific activity these 

short units can be used to effect. 
 

This illustrated by the following session outlines: 

 
For the younger age-groups the session can be divided up into short units to promote variety and 

concentration. Obviously the Skill units will involve ‘closed’ and ‘open’ practice activities: 
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As the athletes progress in age and experience the units can be prolonged to allow for greater 
volume of practice per unit: 
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At the more senior levels the sessions will change to a more ‘performance’ based process:  
 

Warm Up 
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(Specific) 
Technical / Tactical Metabolic Warm Down 

 

In all these early training years the 5in5 comes into its own and can be used in a variety of ways. 

 
Within the Warm-Up 

 
Parts of the warm-up can be used for ‘learning’ and other parts for training. The movements that 

have been mastered can be progressed in volume, speed, amplitude, complexity and external load. 
New movements, which form part of the long term progression of movement literacy, are introduced 

as a new learning experience for future use and development. 

 
As a ‘movement break’ 

 
By breaking up the session into units the athlete can be confronted by a number of ‘movement 

puzzles’ to solve during the session. These can be delivered as individual movements from the 5in5 or 

as longer units of ‘puzzles’ in blocks of 3, 4 or 5 exercises. 
 

Australian Hockey are currently allocating 2 x 6min ‘movement breaks’ in their training sessions for 
their national U/15 and U/16 squads. This is their attempt to catch up for the missing movement 

efficiency development from previous years. Australian Netball is also committing considerable time in 
the developmental layers to Physical Competence Assessment and movement development. Netball 

Scotland is currently assembling a ‘movement journey’ across all their development structures. 

 
Some experienced coaches have chosen the ‘puzzle’ to suit the skills being addressed in parts of the 

session. If, for example, the session contains agility work where the athlete has to display excellence 
is stopping and braking, the coach can ensure that the foundation movement to agility (triple-flexion 

& extension e.g. Squat, Lunge and Brace) is contained in the movement break and warm-up. 

 



As an active break 

 
Sessions that entail small-sided games where some ‘teams’ have rest intervals while others continue 

to play also lend themselves to the ‘movement puzzle’ activity. During the rest break athletes can be 
asked to practice those movements that are in their individual prescription.  

 

Remember always that these movements must be coached to perfection no matter what the learning 
environment. The means of reaching this perfection are numerous and should include implicit and 

explicit learning situations for the participants. Let them ‘discover’ the movements alongside directing 
them to precise solutions. 


